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Essays in Relation Yearling Books
A poignant, candid chronicle of a beloved nature writer’s fifty-year relationship with an iconic American landscape. Those who have encountered Cape Cod—or
merely dipped into an account of its rich history—know that it is a singular place. Robert Finch writes of its beaches: “No other place I know sears the heart with
such a constant juxtaposition of pleasure and pain, of beauty being born and destroyed in the same moment.” And nowhere within its borders is this truth more
vivid and dramatic than along the forty miles of Atlantic coast—what Finch has always known as the Outer Beach. The essays here represent nearly fifty years and a
cumulative thousand miles of walking along the storied edge of the Cape’s legendary arm. Finch considers evidence of nature’s fury: shipwrecks, beached whales,
towering natural edifices, ferocious seaside blizzards. And he ponders everyday human interactions conducted in its environment with equal curiosity, wit, and
insight: taking a weeks-old puppy for his first beach walk; engaging in a nocturnal dance with one of the Cape’s fabled lighthouses; stumbling, unexpectedly, upon
nude sunbathers; or even encountering out-of-towners hoping an Uber will fetch them from the other side of a remote dune field. Throughout these essays, Finch
pays tribute to the Outer Beach’s impressive literary legacy, meditates on its often-tragic history, and explores the strange, mutable nature of time near the ocean.
But lurking behind every experience and observation—both pivotal and quotidian—is the essential question that the beach beckons every one of its pilgrims to
confront: How do we accept our brief existence here, caught between overwhelming beauty and merciless indifference? Finch’s affable voice, attentive eye, and
stirring prose will be cherished by the Cape’s staunch lifers and erstwhile visitors alike, and strike a resounding chord with anyone who has been left breathless by
the majestic, unrelenting beauty of the shore.
Home Stretch W. W. Norton & Company
"In these compassionate, quietly evocative essays, Mr. Finch makes an eloquent case for dealing with nature not just as an extension of ourselves
but as a world apart." -- New York Times Book Review When Common Ground was first published, Annie Dillard praised Robert Finch's essays for
"their strength, subtlety, and above all their geniality." New readers will have a chance to discover that Finch's Cape Cod is indeed a wonderful place.
The birds, fish, and animals that share the cape's fragile ecology on any given summer day with the human residents are described with the fresh eye
of a first-rate nature writer.
A Plant's-Eye View of the World Routledge
Offering guidance on writing poetry, nonfiction, and fiction, Environmental and Nature Writing is a complete introduction to the art and craft of writing
about the environment in a wide range of genres. With discussion questions and writing prompts throughout, Environmental and Nature Writing: A
Writers' Guide and Anthology covers such topics as: · The history of writing about the environment · Image, description and metaphor · Environmental
journalism, poetry, and fiction · Researching, revising and publishing · Styles of nature writing, from discovery to memoir to polemic The book also
includes an anthology, offering inspiring examples of nature writing in all of the genres covered by the book, including work by: John Daniel, Camille
T. Dungy, David Gessner, Jennifer Lunden, Erik Reece, David Treuer, Bonnie Jo Campbell, Alyson Hagy, Bonnie Nadzam, Lydia Peelle, Benjamin
Percy, Gabrielle Calvocoressi, Nikky Finney, Juan Felipe Herrera, Major Jackson, Aimee Nezhukumatathil, G.E. Patterson, Natasha Trethewey, and
many more.
The Tradition in English W. W. Norton & Company
“A glorious piece of prose . . . Pollan leads readers on his adventure with humor and grace.” —Chicago Tribune A captivating personal inquiry into the art of
architecture, the craft of building, and the meaning of modern work “A room of one’s own: Is there anybody who hasn’t at one time or another wished for such a
place, hasn’t turned those soft words over until they’d assumed a habitable shape?” When Michael Pollan decided to plant a garden, the result was the acclaimed
bestseller Second Nature. In A Place of My Own, he turns his sharp insight to the craft of building, as he recounts the process of designing and constructing a small one-
room structure on his rural Connecticut property—a place in which he hoped to read, write, and daydream, built with his own two unhandy hands. Michael Pollan's
unmatched ability to draw lines of connection between our everyday experiences—whether eating, gardening, or building—and the natural world has been the basis for the
popular success of his many works of nonfiction, including the genre-defining bestsellers The Omnivore's Dilemma and In Defense of Food. With this updated edition of
his earlier book A Place of My Own, readers can revisit the inspired, intelligent, and often hilarious story of Pollan's realization of a room of his own—a small, wooden hut,
his "shelter for daydreams"—built with his admittedly unhandy hands. Inspired by both Thoreau and Mr. Blandings, A Place of My Own not only works to convey the
history and meaning of all human building, it also marks the connections between our bodies, our minds, and the natural world.

An Anthology of Expository Prose W. W. Norton & Company
Author and activist McKibben gathers the essential American writings that changed the way the
public looks at the natural world. "American Earth" features essays by Walt Whitman, Rachel
Carson, Barbara Kingsolver, Michael Pollan, and dozens more.
Environmental Writing Since Thoreau W. W. Norton & Company
With a New Preface by the Author Through personal journeys and historical inquiry, this PEN
Literary Award finalist explores how America’s still unfolding history and ideas of “race”
have marked its people and the land. Sand and stone are Earth’s fragmented memory. Each of us,
too, is a landscape inscribed by memory and loss. One life–defining lesson Lauret Savoy
learned as a young girl was this: the American land did not hate. As an educator and Earth
historian, she has tracked the continent’s past from the relics of deep time; but the paths of

ancestors toward her—paths of free and enslaved Africans, colonists from Europe, and peoples
indigenous to this land—lie largely eroded and lost. A provocative and powerful mosaic that
ranges across a continent and across time, from twisted terrain within the San Andreas Fault
zone to a South Carolina plantation, from national parks to burial grounds, from “Indian
Territory” and the U.S.–Mexico Border to the U.S. capital, Trace grapples with a searing
national history to reveal the often unvoiced presence of the past. In distinctive and
illuminating prose that is attentive to the rhythms of language and landscapes, she weaves
together human stories of migration, silence, and displacement, as epic as the continent they
survey, with uplifted mountains, braided streams, and eroded canyons. Gifted with this
manifold vision, and graced by a scientific and lyrical diligence, she delves through
fragmented histories—natural, personal, cultural—to find shadowy outlines of other stories of
place in America. "Every landscape is an accumulation," reads one epigraph. "Life must be
lived amidst that which was made before." Courageously and masterfully, Lauret Savoy does so
in this beautiful book: she lives there, making sense of this land and its troubled past,
reconciling what it means to inhabit terrains of memory—and to be one.
W. W. Norton & Company
Readers of exciting, challenging and visionary literary fiction—including admirers of Norman
Rush's Mating, Ann Patchett's State of Wonder, Barbara Kingsolver's The Poisonwood Bible, and
Peter Matthiessen's At Play in the Fields of the Lord—will be drawn to this astonishingly
gripping and accomplished first novel. A decade in the writing, this is an anthropological
adventure story that combines the visceral allure of a thriller with a profound and tragic
vision of what happens when cultures collide. It is a book that instantly catapults Hanya
Yanagihara into the company of young novelists who really, really matter. In 1950, a young
doctor called Norton Perina signs on with the anthropologist Paul Tallent for an expedition to
the remote Micronesian island of Ivu'ivu in search of a rumored lost tribe. They succeed,
finding not only that tribe but also a group of forest dwellers they dub "The Dreamers," who
turn out to be fantastically long-lived but progressively more senile. Perina suspects the
source of their longevity is a hard-to-find turtle; unable to resist the possibility of
eternal life, he kills one and smuggles some meat back to the States. He scientifically proves
his thesis, earning worldwide fame and the Nobel Prize, but he soon discovers that its
miraculous property comes at a terrible price. As things quickly spiral out of his control,
his own demons take hold, with devastating personal consequences.
Walden The Norton Book of Nature Writing
History as an academic discipline has dramatically changed over the last few decades and has become much more
exciting and varied as a result of ideas from other disciplines, the influence of postmodernism and
historians' incorporation of their own theoretical reflections into their work. The way history is studied at
university level can vary greatly from history at school or as represented in the media and Doing History
bridges that gap. Aimed at undergraduate and postgraduate students of history this is the ideal introduction
to studying history as an academic subject at university. Doing History presents the ideas and debates that
shape how we do history today, covering arguments about the nature of historical knowledge and the function of
historical writing, whether we can really ever know what happened in the past, what sources historians depend
on, and whether historians’ versions of history have more value than popular histories. This practical and
accessible introduction to the discipline introduces students to these key discussions, familiarises them with
the important terms and issues, equips them with the necessary vocabulary and encourages them to think about,
and engage with, these questions. Clearly structured and accessibly written, it is an essential volume for all
students embarking on the study of history.

They Say / I Say W. W. Norton & Company
Provides a survey of African American literature, from 140 writers, covering three centuries.
The Norton Field Guide to Writing, with Handbook W. W. Norton & Company
In this “compelling, bighearted, emotionally precise page-turner” (Sunday Times), the New York Times
bestselling writer and acclaimed television host explores the aftermath of a tragedy on a small-town
to illuminate the shame and longing that can flow through generations—and how the secrets of the
heart cannot stay be buried forever. It is 1987 and a small Irish community is preparing for a
wedding. The day before the ceremony, a group of young friends, including the bride and groom, are
involved in an accident. Three survive. Three are killed. The lives of the families are shattered and
the rifts between them ripple throughout the small town. Connor survived, but living among the angry
and the mourning is almost as hard as carrying the shame of having been the driver. He leaves the
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only place he knows for another life, taking his secrets with him. Travelling first to Liverpool, then
London, he eventually makes a home—of sorts—for himself in New York, where he finds shelter and the
possibility of forging a new life. But the secrets—the unspoken longings and regrets that have come to
haunt those left behind—will not be silenced. Before long, Connor will have to confront his past. A
powerful and timely novel of emigration and return, Home Stretch demonstrates Norton’s keen
understanding of the power of stigma and secrecy—and their devastating effect on ordinary lives.

The Norton Reader HarperCollins
A uniquely compelling, refreshingly practical and unimpeachably informed how-to guide for
aspiring and published nature writers.
A Novel W. W. Norton
An ear-opening exploration of music's New World, from Puritan psalmody to Hamilton

A Writer's Guide and Anthology U of Nebraska Press
The book that helped make Michael Pollan, the New York Times bestselling author of How to Change Your
Mind, Cooked and The Omnivore’s Dilemma, one of the most trusted food experts in America Every
schoolchild learns about the mutually beneficial dance of honeybees and flowers: The bee collects
nectar and pollen to make honey and, in the process, spreads the flowers’ genes far and wide. In The
Botany of Desire, Michael Pollan ingeniously demonstrates how people and domesticated plants have
formed a similarly reciprocal relationship. He masterfully links four fundamental human
desires—sweetness, beauty, intoxication, and control—with the plants that satisfy them: the apple,
the tulip, marijuana, and the potato. In telling the stories of four familiar species, Pollan
illustrates how the plants have evolved to satisfy humankind’s most basic yearnings. And just as
we’ve benefited from these plants, we have also done well by them. So who is really domesticating
whom?
Doing History W. W. Norton & Company
A collection of more than 50 exquisitely crafted radio essays, these short but poetic gems celebrate
unique aspects of life on Cape Cod, especially the relationship between humanity and the natural
world. Entranced by the island’s riches, Robert Finch takes the reader on a journey through the
seasons in many well-known and beloved essays—including "Beach Ball," "Sea Dawn," "A Gratuity," "The
Fish That Wouldn’t Die," "The Old Shell Game," and "Fire and Music"—that have the power to
immediately connect the reader with the natural world of this region and that speak to the mysterious
qualities of this peninsula that have drawn people to it for centuries.
The Feminine Mystique Random House Trade Paperbacks
The classic reader that has introduced millions of students to the essay as a genre.

The Little Norton Reader University of Iowa Press
This volume brings together, for the first time - in Italy or for an English-speaking audience
- a collection of over 40 authors from the deep and broad tradition of Italian environmental
writing. Poetry and prose, the essay, the political and economic tract, and the new visual
arts are all represented in this collection.
50 Essays from the First 50 Years W. W. Norton
THIS TITLE HAS BEEN UPDATED TO REFLECT THE 2016 MLA UPDATE. The best-selling book on academic
writing in use at more than 1,500 schools. "
Land of the Spotted Eagle Literary Classics of United States
Originally published in 1969, In Defense of Nature is an eloquent and prescient plea on behalf
of the natural world. Devoid of sentimentality yet lyrical and deeply moving in its portrayals
of our despoliation of nature, Hay’s classic work is now available to a new generation of
readers.
Common Ground: A Naturalist's Cape Cod Anchor
The Norton Book of Nature WritingW. W. Norton & Company
Two Centuries of U.S. Women's Nature Writing W. W. Norton
Using Robert Frost's poem "Directive" as a guide, the author reflects on nature as he
experienced it on a series of hikes in Vermont's Green Mountains
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